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 Specifications Specifications

Luggage capacity up to 
1,13 m³, equivalent 6 bags
depending configuration

Lavatory (1)
forward cabin 

Passengers up to 8
Various configurations 

Year built   
2010

Cruis e speed up to 
480 kmh | 260 kt

Range up to 
2.600 km | 1.400 nm

In-flight information 
available

Mini-bar 
Cooled 

Coffee 
available in flight

Hot water 
available in flight

*Luggage volume is based on standard baggage dimensions of 31 cm x 52 cm x 75 cm and a standard weight of 23 kg per item. These numbers are for comparison but not limiting. 
It is advisable to combine several smaller bags with regular sizes to optimize cargo loading. 

*These numbers are for reference only and based on maximum range calculations. 
The actual range of an aircraft depends on actual weather conditions, aircraft configuration, loading, routing, and other typical flight variables. 
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CARGO
DOOR

CARGO
DOOR

Up to 8 pax, 
depending on 
configuration in 
VIP club seats or 
normal seating. 

If no aft seating 
required, more 
cargo space will 
be available via 
a large aft cargo 
door.

  Blue Sky Club members onlyBlue Sky Club members only
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COURCHEVELCOURCHEVEL

LARGE CARGO DOORLARGE CARGO DOOR

SHORT FIELD & GRASS SHORT FIELD & GRASS 
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SINGLE PILOT OPERATIONS
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www.blueskyaviation.eu | info@blueskyaviation.eu
www.aslgroup.eu | sales@aslgroup.eu

BE +32 (0)11 29 50 16 | NL +31 (0)20 405 66 00
Headquarter Voogdijstraat 29, 3500 Hasselt, Belgium

© These specifications and descriptions as presented are, under preservation of all rights, subject to verification and inspection of the interested party. This introductory information 
provided is confidential, private, and only for the use of the intended recipient. This information does not represent a binding offer and the aircraft is subject to prior sale and/or withdrawal from the 

market at any time. All graphics, images and numbers are subject to copyrights.
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